
approaches based on both ecology and chemistry to understand the mediation strategies on algal surfaces h 
to be developed (1]. The aim of the present study is to assess the ability of a Mediterranean brown se ave 

Taonia atamaria to chem1cally control the adhes1on and the settlement of marine bacteria by rel::~ed 
secondary metabolites at its surface. T. atomaria, which was collected on the french mediterranean Sing 
(Carqueiranne. France) appeared to be relatively free of colonizers. From this ecolog1cal observation, it s::ast 

interesting to apprehend the roles of algal surface metabolites which could be potentially Implicated m t~s 
antifouling strategies developed by T. atomaria. In a first step, we have characterized the chemical compositlo e 
at the surface of T. atomaria. A specific extraction protocol develoed for the surface compounds was optimiz~ 
using a dippmg technique in organic solvents (2]. This included the cho1ce of organic solvents (methanol 
methanol/dichloromethane (v/v; 1/1); dichloromethane and hexane) and exposure t imes (2, 5, 15, 30 and 60s), 
which were selected in order to preserve the integrity of the algal surface. cell viability was assessed using a DAP; 
staining protocol which allows the observation of cell lysis (epifluorescence microscopy) based on membrane 

permeability. The resulting surface extracts were analysed w1th chromatography techniques (GC·MS and LC
DAD/ELSD/MS") and the identification tof their major compounds was achieved by comparison of these data 

with those of the pure matabolites isolated from the whole-cell extracts of T. atomaria. Methanol appeared to 
be the most appropriate solvent with a time exposure less than 30s without disrupting cells. Methanolic surface 
extracts showed the presence of a major molecules in accordance with a sesquiterpenic structure. Then, the 

anti-adhesion effectivness of selected surface compounds was tested against marine baterial strains including 
three out of 33 cultivable bactrial strains isolted from the surface of T. atomana and three stra1ns isolted from 
artificial surfaces (Toulon bay, France) to exhibit the ability of this species to sleet its surface bacterial 

communities. The toxicity of the assayed compounds was also investigated. 
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Bacterial lung infections are typical of cystic fibrosis (CF) disease due to accumulation of airway mucus. Desp1te 

the use of aggressive antibiotic therapy, the mortality rate of CF patients is still high. Unsuccessful bacterial 
eradication is often due to several evolutional strategies adopted by bacteria to achieve anaerob1c or 

microaerophilic adaptation and antibiotic resistance, such as biofilm formation and phenotypic sw1tching By 
tnggering these strategies, bacteria have the potential to better survive to airway stressful conditions, Without 

the fitness costs of irreversible mutations. Indeed, phenotypic switching provides a source of microbial diversity 
through interchange between phenotypic states, analogue to a mechanism ON/OFF. This interchange of states, 
often visible in terms of colony morphology, can have serious impact on bacterial virulence, antimicrobial 

resistance and persistence1
• However, the specific correlatton between some colony traits and the biological 

1mpact is unknown. This study was designed to inspect P. aeruginosa and 5. aureus colony phenotypic 
alterations, particularly morphology changes, by visual inspection, and protem profiles by MALOI MS. and 

correlate them with some vi rulence determinants expression and antibiotic susceptibility profiles. The visual 
identification of colony morphologies was supported by a novel, in-house developed identification system, 

Co1MiS2
• MALOI MS profiling grouped colony morphotypes differently from conventional morphological 
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